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Mahenjo Daro: Lessons for Today


History is littered with the remains of civilizations, each with its own story of
prosperity and collapse. Through studying the process of the rise and fall of one
specific civilization, the Sumerian city of Mahenjo Daro in the Indus River
Valley, students will understand the causes of its collapse and apply what they
learned to our modern fossil-fuel civilization. The concept of 'sustainability' will
be explored by the students as they work though the model and as they explore
the ramifications of the decisions they make.


Background Information:


Mahenjo Daro was one of the first cities to be laid out on a modern grid system,
with a large boulevard 30 feet wide running north and south, and broad avenues
running at right angles every 200 yards. The avenues were lined with shops and
food stands, and the neighborhood blocks between were accessed by curving lanes
five to ten feet wide. The city contained a Great Bath used by the people and
priests for ritual bathing, and next to it on the citadel, a massive granary for the
storage of grains. Both of these complex structures, as well as the houses, palaces,
city walls (up to nine feet thick and twenty-five feet high), and streets themselves,
were constructed of fired ceramic bricks. The advanced nature of this civilization
of 4500 years ago was evident in the indoor toilets and sophisticated brick lined
sewage system that kept the city free of waste.


Mahenjo Daro prospered for nearly six hundred years. Its population reached a
peak of some forty thousand citizens before its collapse and decline.
Archeologists who uncovered the site were puzzled by the layers of silt deposited
on the city. The silt seemed to have been deposited by floods that covered the
lower levels of the city. After every flood the city was rebuilt, but each time the
architecture deteriorated; the last levels were makeshift and tattered with
inhabitants borrowing bricks from earlier levels to construct their houses .


How and why did the city decline from its former glory into a state of
impoverishment and decay? Why was the city covered by layer after layer of silt,
and where did the silt come from? What happened to the inhabitants of the city?
The answers to these questions are revealed in the model. Can you solve the
mystery?
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Instructions for the Teacher:


This model was designed to be used as a cooperative simulation game, but can be
adapted for use as a teacher directed lesson on an overhead projector.


Procedures:


1)  Hand out background information to the student. The teacher should do background
reading on Sumerian civilization and if at all possible watch the film People and
Places of Antiquity: Pakistan - Mound of the Dead. In the Portland School District
this film is available at the Blanchard Education Service Center. Other districts may
also have this film in their video library. You may want to show the beginning of the
film to the students to familiarize them with what the city looked like—But don't
give away the mystery!! Go over the reading and describe some of the buildings, the
building materials used, how archeologists uncover 'layers' of a city—each older than
the last, etc. Make sure students understand what the "mystery" is. Use additional
resources where possib1e to give students a "feel" for Mahenjo Daro.


2)  Go over the model with students (handouts or overhead). Show how stocks are
related to each other and how each stock can increase its value or decrease its value.
(We are assuming that students have some familiarity with STELLA models.) The
model and the defining equations are shown on pages 6-8. In particular, as you
discuss the model, point out the "ghosts" for the three variables the students will be
manipulating in the second activity. Explain how to change those inputs.


3)  Hand out the graph of the full model run (page 9) and Student Handout #1 to each
student. Students will use the graph to answer the questions. Important Note to the
Teacher: The model assumes that the teacher understands how deforestation of
the hills surrounding the Indus River will result in the flooding and siltation of
the valley below. Our students will most likely not know about this relationship
and it will have to be explained to them as you go over the model! When students
are finished with the handout ask them to give the answer to the mystery. Make sure
all students understand why the civilization died out.


4)  Now the students are ready to play the game. Divide the students into groups. The
goal of the game is to achieve a sustainable civilization, one that is both prosperous
and in harmony with its environment. Distribute student handout #2.


Each group works by manipulating birth rates, building rates, and tree use rates, to try to
achieve a steady state. Students will enter the information by double clicking on the
appropriate "ghost" in their model. Each team can manipulate and input these variables
several times and graph the results. If you do not have a printer for each group, hand out
blank graphs and have students copy the graphs drawn by the computer. Since this
model has many interconnections, it runs very slowly (see Appendix A for sample times).
To make the model usable, there are several versions of the model provided.


The full model, Mahenjo Daro RK-4, uses the most accurate modeling mathematics, and
runs for the full 600 year cycle. It is the only model that we feel is completely accurate.
However, it runs very slowly. As result, it should probably not be used on older
machines (Mac Plus, SE). This is the model that generated the graph being given to the
students. (See data table with STELLA model—You may want to print it for easy
reference.)
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Since nothing very interesting happens in the first 150 years of the model (the human
population is too small to deplete the forest at all), starting the model after year 150 still
gives the students time to make the changes necessary to avoid catastrophe. The model
Mahenjo Daro RK-4 year 150 begins in year 150. It will be usable on many machines,
but is still not suitable for the slowest machines.


Using another integration method which is less accurate will speed the model
considerably. That makes it usable on the slowest machines. It will, however, give
potentially wrong results if students choose values substantially different from the
original values in the model. Two models using the less accurate model are provided.
The first, Mahenjo Daro RK-2, runs the model for the full 600 years. Mahenjo Daro
RK-2 year 150 begins in year 150. Since it is impractical to check all the possibilities
beforehand, it would be wise to check student solutions using these models with the full
model. If results are similar, the conclusions based on the model are probably valid.


Finally, Mahenjo Daro Quick and Dirty is a version of the model that uses the highest
accuracy mathematical methods, but uses a calculation interval of one year. It masks
many of the small variations in the model, and as such is not recommended for use.
However, if you are pressed for time and have only very slow machines, you may want
to use it. However, be aware that the model cannot be considered truly valid. A number
of odd behaviors may creep in due to the time-steps. Any conclusions based on it
should be checked using Mahenjo Daro RK-4.


As students run their models, they will have to consider the means by which they will
achieve their goal and the social ramifications these changes will have. ( For example:
How will they lower the birth rate? How will the people feel about their methods?
Might there be social or political unrest as a result of this policy? )


5) When the groups have achieved a sustainable civilization and completed the
handout, have them describe what they did. The students can then vote on which
city would be the best to live in. The group that has created the most prosperous and
livable city will win the game.


N.B. The last questions on Student Handout #2, regarding the lessons our modern
civilization can learn from the Mahenjo Daro example, should be gone over in depth
with the students. Discuss our dependency on fossil fuels, our exponential population
growth, and the ways that we might avoid a collapse. A very helpful resource for this
discussion is the book Beyond the Limits by Donella H. Meadows. Excerpts from this
book might be useful as supplementary readings for the students.
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Mahenjo Daro Model


These are the "ghosts" that will allow changes to be
entered into the model. To make changes, simply


double click on the ghost and enter the new value for
the variable. The changes will automatically be


transferred to the model itself.
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Not in a sector
buildings(t) = buildings(t - dt) + (new_buildings - building_destruction) * dt
INIT buildings = 120


DOCUMENT:  We initially have 120 buildings for 800 people.  In the shortened version of the
model for the game we start in year 150 with 843 buildings.


INFLOWS:
new_buildings = building_rate*(birth-death)+0.8*building_destruction
DOCUMENT:  New buildings are built to deal with increases in population as well as to replace
damaged buildings.  The building rate is multiplied by the increase in population (births – deaths)
to get the number of new buildings needed.  The number of replacement buildings needed is found
by multiplying the number of buildings destroyed by .8 (we assume some buildings can be
repaired, others simply will not be rebuilt.


OUTFLOWS:
building_destruction = if rain_level>flood_level then buildings*0.65 else 0
DOCUMENT:  If the forest is reduced to less than 60% of its original size, then floods can take
place during heavy rain.  In that case, buildings are destroyed by the heavy rains and the silt.
Otherwise, the sturdy brick buildings survive.


forest(t) = forest(t - dt) + (new_trees - trees_used) * dt
INIT forest = 5000000


DOCUMENT:  The forest has a initial population of 5 million.


INFLOWS:
new_trees = if forest>5000000 then 0 else forest*.0015
DOCUMENT:  If the forest is at its maximum (stable size), there is no growth.  Otherwise, the
annual growth rate of the forest is .15% of the existing trees.


OUTFLOWS:
trees_used = tree_use_rate*new_buildings+fuel_rate*people+forest*Erosion_tree_loss
DOCUMENT:  The tree use has three parts.  The first is the number of trees used for construction
of new buildings.  This is obtained by multiplying the buildings built times the number of trees
used to build each building.  The second factor is the use of trees for fuel.  The third is loss of trees
due to erosion produced by floods.  Destruction of environment by floods both kills trees and
produces an ecosystem in which new trees may not survive.  Both loss rates are combined by
multiplying the number of trees by an erosion loss factor.


people(t) = people(t - dt) + (birth - death) * dt
INIT people = 800


DOCUMENT:  We set the original  population of Mahenjo Daro to 800.  In the shortened version,
used as an option in the game, we start in year 150 with 5623 people.


INFLOWS:
birth = people*birth_rate
DOCUMENT:  The total number of people times the birth rate will give us the number of people
born each year.
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OUTFLOWS:
death = if flood_level>rain_level then death_rate*people else death_rate*people
DOCUMENT:  The number of deaths is equal to the death rate times the population of Mahenjo
Daro.  This death rate may include both deaths from natural causes and floods.


birth_rate = .033
DOCUMENT:  We set the birthrate to 3.3%.  This is a constant that we did not feel was dependent
on outside conditions.


building_rate = .15
DOCUMENT:  This decimal came from our original ratio of 120 buildings for 800 people.
120 buildings/800 people = .15 buildings per person


death_rate = if rain_level > flood_level then .25 else .02
DOCUMENT:  If the rainfall exceeds the “flood level”, that is, is high enough to cause a flood
based on the current level of deforestation, than a flood will kill 25% of the inhabitants.
Otherwise, 2% die of natural causes.


Erosion_tree_loss = IF(forest<1500000)THEN(.013)ELSE(0)
DOCUMENT:  Erosion of forest land both kills trees and reduces the ability of the forest to recover
through new growth.  Both factors are combined in this converter.  When the forest is reduced to
30% of its original size due to logging, it is assumed that floods will take place which will reduce
the tree population and recovery ability.  It is assumed that this will result in a steady loss of a
fraction of the remaining trees.


flood_level = 1.2+0.0000012*forest
DOCUMENT:  We assume that floods take place if the rainfall is extremely heavy and ground
cover is reduced in the forest.  As more trees are cut down, floods are more likely.  This function
establishes the level of rain necessary to cause a flood by multiplying the forest population by a
constant factor.


fuel_rate = 1.2
DOCUMENT:  We assume that each person uses the equivalent of 1.2 trees/year for fuel.


rain_level =
7/4+0.8694*cos(pi/8*time)+0.8527*cos(pi/4*time)+0.8253*cos(3/8*pi*time)+0.7878*cos(pi/2*t
ime)
DOCUMENT:  The rain level is amount of rain that falls in one year. It is set as a function with a
period of 16 years. Most years yield small values of order one between consecutive large amounts
of rain exceeding about 5 times the normal precipitation level. If there is not enough protection
from the forest, it leads to destructive flooding.  The function regulating the rain level was
developed by Andrew Jonca.


tree_use_rate = 4.5
DOCUMENT:  The people of Mahenjo Daro use an average of 4.5 trees for the bricks for every
building they build.
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Mahenjo Daro - Graph of Data


Population/Tree Graph
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Student handout #1                   Name__________________________


Read the graph depicting the rise and fall of Mahenjo Daro. Answer the
following questions in detail and using complete sentences.


1.  What two factors are represented on the graph?


2.  How long did the civilization last?


3.  What was the maximum population of the city?


4.  What year did the initial crash in population occur?


5.  Explain what the jags in the population graph indicate.


6. Describe the curve of the population graph from years 0 to 350. Why is it
shaped this way?


7. According to the graph, what happens to the forest over this time period?
Why?


8. How is deforestation related to the population crash?
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9. Predict what a graph showing brick structures and flooding would look
like. Draw and label the graph below.


10. Describe in detail the answer to the mystery. Use all your clues!


12:05 PM   8/6/97
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YearsGraph 1: Page 2
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Student Handout #2                  Name__________________________


    Game Instructions:    Your team's, goal is to create a livable, prosperous and
sustainable civilization. To help you with this process, you need to answer the
following questions:


A)  What does 'sustainable' mean?


B)  Draw a graph that depicts what a sustainable civilization would look like.
(Show population and forest.)


12:05 PM   8/6/97
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YearsGraph 1: Page 2
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C) In order to achieve a sustainable civilization you can manipulate the following:


1. Your birthrate, which controls population growth.


2. Your tree use, which will affect both flooding and your ability to build brick
buildings.


3. Your rate of building, which will determine both tree use and the number of
buildings your city will contain.


You and your group will input your variables and print out the results on a
graph. If your computer does not have a printer, your teacher will give you a
blank graph. Copy the graph drawn by the computer. You may have to do this
several times before you reach your goal. Remember that your city must be
livable too! Consider the effects of your manipulation on the livability of the city.


For example, if you limit the building rate you may cause overcrowding and
social unrest in your city! If you don't bake your bricks properly the walls of the
houses will crumble during the next rainfall!
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D) When you have reached your goal, speculate and describe in detail the effects
your manipulations might have on the society. Answer the following
questions:


1) What variables did you change?


2) Describe how you would go about changing these variables in the society.
Would you institute laws? Would you educate people? Would you tax wood
fuel or bricks?


3) Speculate on the social and political effects of your policies on the inhabitants
of the city. How will they respond to your laws or taxes? How will your
policies and their responses affect the livability of the city? (Riots in the streets
will mean less livability!!)
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E) Conclusions: Answer the following questions and be prepared to discuss them
in class.


1) What kinds of resources does our civilization depend on?


Name three important renewable resources and three important non-
renewable resources.


2) Would there be any way to win the game if Mahenjo Daro's forest were
non-renewable? Explain your answer.


3) How does the global population growth compare to the population growth
of Mahenjo Daro? What can this comparison tell us about our future?


4) Is there any way we can create a sustainable society or are we doomed to
collapse? What could be done to control population growth, pollution, and
the depletion of our resources? Give several examples of where these issues
are being debated today? (The fight over the use of Old Growth forests is
one example.)
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From Exponential to Convergent to Logistic Models Using STELLA
© by Diana M. Fisher 1994


I.     Exponential Growth/Decay Models (Math Equation:       F(t) = Abt  )


"In biology, chemistry, and economics it is often necessary to study the behavior of a quantity that  is
increasing as time passes.     If, at every instant, the rate of increase of the quantity is proportional to
  the quantity at that instant,        then ... the quantity is growing exponentially    or is exhibiting
exponential growth.  A simple example of exponential growth is exhibited by the growth of bacteria in a
culture.  Under ideal laboratory conditions a bacteria culture grows at a rate proportional to the number
of bacteria present.  It does so because the growth of the culture is accounted for by the division of the
bacteria.  The more bacteria there are at a given instant, the greater the possibilities for division and
hence the more rapid is the rate of growth." *


DT = 1, Use Euler Integration Method


1. (Bacteria) Suppose you have been doing an experiment in your biology lab with bacteria.  You
started the experiment on Wednesday and measured 1000 bacteria per square millimeter.  You
measure the number of bacteria each successive day for a week and determine that the exponential
growth rate is 50% each day.
a. Ask yourself:


1. What is increasing or decreasing with time? __________ Make that the stock.  Be sure to
label the stock and give it a beginning value.


2. What is causing the stock to increase or decrease?  Use a flow directed into the stock if
you want to increase.  Use a flow out of the stock if you want it to decrease over time.
What is the flow here?____________
Is it causing the stock to increase or decrease?__________
Set up the flow in the diagram.  Be sure to label the flow icon and set its value.


3. Since this is exponential and not linear growth there is one small change in the diagram.
You need to connect the stock back to the flow converter.  Why is this connection
important?_______________________________________
______________________________________________________


b. Set the DT to 1.00 (under Run/Time Specs).  Then define a table in STELLA II.  Include your
stock name in the table.  Run the model.
On which day did the bacteria triple?______
Determine the number of bacteria per square millimeter one week (7days) after the start of the
study. ______________


c. Write the exponential equation for this situation.__________________


2.  (Poison)   You accidentally inhale some mildly poisonous fumes.   Twenty hours later you see a
doctor.  From a blood sample, she measures a poison concentration of 0.00372 mg per cubic cm.
She asks you to wait at her office for one hour and takes another blood sample and measures the
concentration to be 0.003482.  The doctor expects the poison to decrease exponentially with the
hours that pass since the first visit.
a.  Set up a STELLA II diagram for this situation.
b.  Define a table and run the simulation for 100 hours.


                                                
*     Calculus and Its Applications,    Goldstein, Lay & Schneider, Prentice Hall, 1987, p242-243.







1. The doctor says you can resume normal activities when the poison concentration has dropped
to 0.00010 mg/cu.cm.  How long after the first office visit will you be able to resume normal
activities?_____


2.  What is the "biological half-life" of the poison?__________
3.  Determine the mathematical equation for this problem._________________


3. (Generic)   The following tables represent exponential growth or decay data.  Set up STELLA II
diagrams for each.  Run the simulation for 12 time units.  Confirm that the STELLA table and the
table below are the same.  Determine the math equation that matches each function.


X      Y
0     3
1      2.1
2      1.47
3      1.029  


a. X      Y
0      1.21
1       1.331
2       1.4641
3       1.61051


b.


equation equation


Draw the STELLA diagram for each situation below.  Label each icon and place the correct values
in each icon.


II. Converging Exponential Models Math Equation:         F(t) = [F(0) − M]e−kt + M


Converging exponential models have the characteristic that there is some value the growth or decay
approaches, over time, instead of diverging to infinity.  The system will change in such a way as to
reduce the difference between the current level of a substance and it's target.     If, at every instant, the
  rate of increase of the quantity is proportional to the difference between the quantity at that
 instant and the target then ... the quantity is converging exponentially on the target.   A simple
example of convergent behavior is a cup of coffee cooling to room temperature.  (Notice that if the
target, M, is zero, then this broader exponential case reduces to the simpler case of exponential decay
described in part I.)


M


M


Target


Growth


Decay


Note:
rate can 
be 
growth 
or decay 
rate rate


rate*[Goal-Current Level]


TargetTarget


rate*[Target-CurrentLevel]


Set BIFLOW, DT = 0.1, Use Runge-Kutta 4 Integration Method







4. (Newton's Law of Cooling)  Newton's Law of Cooling states that the rate of change in the
temperature of an object is proportional to the difference between the object's temperature and the
temperature of the surrounding medium.  Consider the following problem.


You go to Starbucks and get a cup of coffee on a cold (35o) day.  The coffee is at 95o when they
pour it into a paper cup.  Paper cups are not well insulated and loose heat at about 90% per minute.
You like cold weather so you decide to sit outside to drink your coffee.
Design a STELLA model for this situation.  Define a table.  Set the DT = 0.1 and use Runge-Kutta 4
as the integration method.  Run the simulation for 12 minutes.
a.  What is the coffee temperature after one minute?  _______________  
b.  Special Starbuck mugs only loose heat at about 20% per minute.  How hot will the coffee be after o


minute if you use a Starbuck mug?  ______________  
c. Assume coffee is cool enough to drink when it is at 90o .  What is the minimum time you should


wait (after they pour your coffee in your mug) so you don't burn your mouth?   ________________  
d. (optional for SELLAites)  If you put cream in your coffee after you get it (in a mug) the cream


cools the coffee.  Is there a difference in the coffee temperature if you put the cream in
immediately when you det your coffee or if you wait five minutes and put it in just before you
drink it?   _______   Why do you think this happened?   __________________________________  
  ______________________________________________________________________________  
  ____________________________________________________________________________  


III.  Logistic (S-Shaped)  Models: Math Equation:  


    


F(t) = M


1 + M
F(0)


−1






e−kt


"The simple exponential growth model becomes inapplicable when the environment begins to inhibit the
growth of the population.  The logistic growth curve is an important type of ... model that takes into
account some of the effects of the environment on a population.  For small values of t, the curve has the
same basic shape as an exponential growth curve.  Then when the population begins to suffer from
overcrowding or lack of food. the growth rate (the slope of the population curve) begins to slow down.
Eventually, the growth rate tapers off to zero as the population reaches the maximum size that the
environment will support.  This latter part of the curve resembles"** ... the convergence model studied
earlier.  In this type of model, at every instant,    the rate of increase of the quantity is proportional to
   the product of the quantity itself, at that instant, times the difference between the quantity at that
  instant and the carrying capacity of the environment in which that quantity exists.  


Note: 
rate 
can be 
growth 
or 
decay 
rate


M


M


Carry Capacity


Growth


Decay


rate


  Flow Equation;


 rate*[CarryCapacity-Current]*Current


 


CC


Set BIFLOW, DT = 0.1,  Use Runge-Kutta 4 Integration Method


5. (Fish Population)   Suppose a lake is stocked with 100 fish.  After 3 months there are 250 fish.  A
study of the ecology of the lake predicts that the lake can support 1000 fish.
a. Determine the value of k (the reproduction rate) for the fish.  K = __________  Show how you


determined the value of K below.


                                                
**     Calculus and Its Applications   , Goldstein, Lay, & Schneider, Prentice Hall, 1987, p275-276.







b. Now that you have the value of K (which should be .37) determine the rate = K/M.  Then design
a STELLA model to represent this situation.


1.  Define a graph so you can see the typical S-shaped curvature.  To define a graph, choose the
graph icon and place it in the diagram window.  A blank grid will appear.  Double-click on the
grid.  Choose both the Current Fish Population stock and the Carrying Capacity converter.
Click on the >> to move both of these to the selected box.  With these both in the selected
box, click and slide over both of them to make them both selected(dark).  Now click on the
top double-headed arrow to the right of the Current Fish Population so that the arrow has an
upper and lower bound (horizontal dash) placed around it.  This will cause a MIN box and a
MAX box to appear in the lower part of the window.  Set the MIN to zero and the MAX to
1200.  Click set.  Click OK.


Under Run/Time Specs  set the simulation time to 25 months.  Be sure the DT = 0.1 and set
Runge-Kutta 4 integration method.
Run the simulation.


c. Define a table.  Find the number of fish present at time 10 months. __________
d. After how many months will the fish population be 600? _________
e. What would happen if the lake were stocked with 1200 mature fish?  Find out by using the


model. ____________________________________________


6. (Flu Epidemic) On a college campus of 5000 students, one student returned from vacation with a
contagious flu virus.  The virus spread through the student body with a infection rate of 80% per day
Determine the rate = K/M.  Then design a STELLA model for this situation.
Define a table and run the simulation for 20 days.
a. How many people were infected after 5 days?____________
b. The school will cancel classes when 40% of the students are ill.  After how many days will the


college cancel classes?__________
c. Just for fun find out what would happen if you put 6000 into the initial Students With Flu stock


and ran the simulation.  You should look at a graph of both the Students with Flu stock and the
Carrying Capacity converter to get a good idea.  Set up the graph like you did in the previous
problem, except set the MIN to zero and the MAX to 7000.


d. Change the rate tp .0016.  What happens in the graph?   _________________________________  
  _____________________________________________________________________________  
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             We set the original  population of Mahenjo daro to 800.  In the shortened version, used as an option in the game, we start in year 150 with 5623 people.
             800
             birth
             death
             
             
                 
            
        
         
             The total number of people times the birth rate will give us the number of people born each year.
             people*birth_rate
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             We set the birthrate to 3.3%.  This is a constant that we did not feel was dependent on outside conditions.
             .033
             
        
         
             The number of deaths is equal to the death rate times the population of Mahenjo Daro.  This death rate may include both deaths from natural causes and floods.
             if flood_level>rain_level then death_rate*people else death_rate*people
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             If the rainfall exceeds the “flood level”, that is, is high enough to cause a flood based on the current level of deforestation, than a flood will kill 25% of the inhabitants.  Otherwise, 2% die of natural causes.
             if rain_level > flood_level then .25 else .02
             
        
         
             The forest has a initial population of 5 million.  
             5000000
             new_trees
             trees_used
             
             
                 
            
        
         
             If the forest is at its maximum (stable size), there is no growth.  Otherwise, the annual growth rate of the forest is .15% of the existing trees.  
             if forest>5000000 then 0 else forest*.0015
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             We assume that each person uses the equivalent of 1.2 trees/year for fuel.
             1.2
             
        
         
             The tree use has three parts.  The first is the number of trees used for construction of new buildings.  This is obtained by multiplying the buildings built times the number of trees used to build each building.  The second factor is the use of trees for fuel.  The third is loss of trees due to erosion produced by floods.  Destruction of environment by floods both kills trees and produces an ecosystem in which new trees may not survive.  Both loss rates are combined by multiplying the number of trees by an erosion loss factor.
             tree_use_rate*new_buildings+fuel_rate*people+forest*Erosion_tree_loss
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             The people of Mahenjo Daro use an average of 4.5 trees for the bricks for every building they build.
             4.5
             
        
         
             We initially have 120 buildings for 800 people.  In the shortened version of the model for the game we start in year 150 with 843 buildings.
             120
             new_buildings
             building_destruction
             
             
        
         
             New buildings are built to deal with increases in population as well as to replace damaged buildings.  The building rate is multiplied by the increase in population (births – deaths) to get the number of new buildings needed.  The number of replacement buildings needed is found by multiplying the number of buildings destroyed by .8 (we assume some buildings can be repaired, others simply will not be rebuilt.
             building_rate*(birth-death)+0.8*building_destruction
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             This decimal came from our original ratio of 120 buildings for 800 people.  120 buildings/800 people = .15 buildings per person
             .15
             
        
         
             If the forest is reduced to less than 60% of its original size, then floods can take place during heavy rain.  In that case, buildings are destroyed by the heavy rains and the silt.  Otherwise, the sturdy brick buildings survive.
             if rain_level>flood_level then buildings*0.65 else 0
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             The rain level is amount of rain that falls in one year. It is set as a function with a period of 16 years. Most years yield small values of order one between consecutive large amounts of rain exceeding about 5 times the normal precipitation level. If there is not enough protection from the forest, it leads to destructive flooding.  The function regulating the rain level was developed by Andrew Jonca.
             7/4+0.8694*cos(pi/8*time)+0.8527*cos(pi/4*time)+0.8253*cos(3/8*pi*time)+0.7878*cos(pi/2*time)
             
        
         
             We assume that floods take place if the rainfall is extremely heavy and ground cover is reduced in the forest.  As more trees are cut down, floods are more likely.  This function establishes the level of rain necessary to cause a flood by multiplying the forest population by a contant factor.
             1.2+0.0000012*forest
             
        
         
             Erosion of forest land both kills trees and reduces the ability of the forest to recover through new growth.  Both factors are combined in this converter.  When the forest is reduced to 30% of its original size due to logging, it is assumed that floods will take place which will reduce the tree population and recovery ability.  It is assumed that this will result in a steady loss of a fraction of the remaining trees.
             IF(forest<1500000)THEN(.013)ELSE(0)
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             We set the original  population of Mahenjo daro to 800.  In the shortened version, used as an option in the game, we start in year 150 with 5623 people.
             800
             birth
             death
             
             
                 
            
        
         
             The total number of people times the birth rate will give us the number of people born each year.
             people*birth_rate
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             We set the birthrate to 3.3%.  This is a constant that we did not feel was dependent on outside conditions.
             .033
             
        
         
             The number of deaths is equal to the death rate times the population of Mahenjo Daro.  This death rate may include both deaths from natural causes and floods.
             if flood_level>rain_level then death_rate*people else death_rate*people
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             If the rainfall exceeds the “flood level”, that is, is high enough to cause a flood based on the current level of deforestation, than a flood will kill 25% of the inhabitants.  Otherwise, 2% die of natural causes.
             if rain_level > flood_level then .25 else .02
             
        
         
             The forest has a initial population of 5 million.  
             5000000
             new_trees
             trees_used
             
             
                 
            
        
         
             If the forest is at its maximum (stable size), there is no growth.  Otherwise, the annual growth rate of the forest is .15% of the existing trees.  
             if forest>5000000 then 0 else forest*.0015
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             We assume that each person uses the equivalent of 1.2 trees/year for fuel.
             1.2
             
        
         
             The tree use has three parts.  The first is the number of trees used for construction of new buildings.  This is obtained by multiplying the buildings built times the number of trees used to build each building.  The second factor is the use of trees for fuel.  The third is loss of trees due to erosion produced by floods.  Destruction of environment by floods both kills trees and produces an ecosystem in which new trees may not survive.  Both loss rates are combined by multiplying the number of trees by an erosion loss factor.
             tree_use_rate*new_buildings+fuel_rate*people+forest*Erosion_tree_loss
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             The people of Mahenjo Daro use an average of 4.5 trees for the bricks for every building they build.
             4.5
             
        
         
             We initially have 120 buildings for 800 people.  In the shortened version of the model for the game we start in year 150 with 843 buildings.
             120
             new_buildings
             building_destruction
             
             
        
         
             New buildings are built to deal with increases in population as well as to replace damaged buildings.  The building rate is multiplied by the increase in population (births – deaths) to get the number of new buildings needed.  The number of replacement buildings needed is found by multiplying the number of buildings destroyed by .8 (we assume some buildings can be repaired, others simply will not be rebuilt.
             building_rate*(birth-death)+0.8*building_destruction
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             This decimal came from our original ratio of 120 buildings for 800 people.  120 buildings/800 people = .15 buildings per person
             .15
             
        
         
             If the forest is reduced to less than 60% of its original size, then floods can take place during heavy rain.  In that case, buildings are destroyed by the heavy rains and the silt.  Otherwise, the sturdy brick buildings survive.
             if rain_level>flood_level then buildings*0.65 else 0
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             The rain level is amount of rain that falls in one year. It is set as a function with a period of 16 years. Most years yield small values of order one between consecutive large amounts of rain exceeding about 5 times the normal precipitation level. If there is not enough protection from the forest, it leads to destructive flooding.  The function regulating the rain level was developed by Andrew Jonca.
             7/4+0.8694*cos(pi/8*time)+0.8527*cos(pi/4*time)+0.8253*cos(3/8*pi*time)+0.7878*cos(pi/2*time)
             
        
         
             We assume that floods take place if the rainfall is extremely heavy and ground cover is reduced in the forest.  As more trees are cut down, floods are more likely.  This function establishes the level of rain necessary to cause a flood by multiplying the forest population by a contant factor.
             1.2+0.0000012*forest
             
        
         
             Erosion of forest land both kills trees and reduces the ability of the forest to recover through new growth.  Both factors are combined in this converter.  When the forest is reduced to 30% of its original size due to logging, it is assumed that floods will take place which will reduce the tree population and recovery ability.  It is assumed that this will result in a steady loss of a fraction of the remaining trees.
             IF(forest<1500000)THEN(.013)ELSE(0)
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             We set the original  population of Mahenjo daro to 800.  In the shortened version, used as an option in the game, we start in year 150 with 5623 people.
             800
             birth
             death
             
             
                 
            
        
         
             The total number of people times the birth rate will give us the number of people born each year.
             people*birth_rate
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             We set the birthrate to 3.3%.  This is a constant that we did not feel was dependent on outside conditions.
             .033
             
        
         
             The number of deaths is equal to the death rate times the population of Mahenjo Daro.  This death rate may include both deaths from natural causes and floods.
             if flood_level>rain_level then death_rate*people else death_rate*people
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             If the rainfall exceeds the “flood level”, that is, is high enough to cause a flood based on the current level of deforestation, than a flood will kill 25% of the inhabitants.  Otherwise, 2% die of natural causes.
             if rain_level > flood_level then .25 else .02
             
        
         
             The forest has a initial population of 5 million.  
             5000000
             new_trees
             trees_used
             
             
                 
            
        
         
             If the forest is at its maximum (stable size), there is no growth.  Otherwise, the annual growth rate of the forest is .15% of the existing trees.  
             if forest>5000000 then 0 else forest*.0015
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             We assume that each person uses the equivalent of 1.2 trees/year for fuel.
             1.2
             
        
         
             The tree use has three parts.  The first is the number of trees used for construction of new buildings.  This is obtained by multiplying the buildings built times the number of trees used to build each building.  The second factor is the use of trees for fuel.  The third is loss of trees due to erosion produced by floods.  Destruction of environment by floods both kills trees and produces an ecosystem in which new trees may not survive.  Both loss rates are combined by multiplying the number of trees by an erosion loss factor.
             tree_use_rate*new_buildings+fuel_rate*people+forest*Erosion_tree_loss
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             The people of Mahenjo Daro use an average of 4.5 trees for the bricks for every building they build.
             4.5
             
        
         
             We initially have 120 buildings for 800 people.  In the shortened version of the model for the game we start in year 150 with 843 buildings.
             120
             new_buildings
             building_destruction
             
             
        
         
             New buildings are built to deal with increases in population as well as to replace damaged buildings.  The building rate is multiplied by the increase in population (births – deaths) to get the number of new buildings needed.  The number of replacement buildings needed is found by multiplying the number of buildings destroyed by .8 (we assume some buildings can be repaired, others simply will not be rebuilt.
             building_rate*(birth-death)+0.8*building_destruction
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             This decimal came from our original ratio of 120 buildings for 800 people.  120 buildings/800 people = .15 buildings per person
             .15
             
        
         
             If the forest is reduced to less than 60% of its original size, then floods can take place during heavy rain.  In that case, buildings are destroyed by the heavy rains and the silt.  Otherwise, the sturdy brick buildings survive.
             if rain_level>flood_level then buildings*0.65 else 0
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             The rain level is amount of rain that falls in one year. It is set as a function with a period of 16 years. Most years yield small values of order one between consecutive large amounts of rain exceeding about 5 times the normal precipitation level. If there is not enough protection from the forest, it leads to destructive flooding.  The function regulating the rain level was developed by Andrew Jonca.
             7/4+0.8694*cos(pi/8*time)+0.8527*cos(pi/4*time)+0.8253*cos(3/8*pi*time)+0.7878*cos(pi/2*time)
             
        
         
             We assume that floods take place if the rainfall is extremely heavy and ground cover is reduced in the forest.  As more trees are cut down, floods are more likely.  This function establishes the level of rain necessary to cause a flood by multiplying the forest population by a contant factor.
             1.2+0.0000012*forest
             
        
         
             Erosion of forest land both kills trees and reduces the ability of the forest to recover through new growth.  Both factors are combined in this converter.  When the forest is reduced to 30% of its original size due to logging, it is assumed that floods will take place which will reduce the tree population and recovery ability.  It is assumed that this will result in a steady loss of a fraction of the remaining trees.
             IF(forest<1500000)THEN(.013)ELSE(0)
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             We set the original  population of Mahenjo daro to 800.  In the shortened version, used as an option in the game, we start in year 150 with 5623 people.
             800
             birth
             death
             
             
                 
            
        
         
             The total number of people times the birth rate will give us the number of people born each year.
             people*birth_rate
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             We set the birthrate to 3.3%.  This is a constant that we did not feel was dependent on outside conditions.
             .033
             
        
         
             The number of deaths is equal to the death rate times the population of Mahenjo Daro.  This death rate may include both deaths from natural causes and floods.
             if flood_level>rain_level then death_rate*people else death_rate*people
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             If the rainfall exceeds the “flood level”, that is, is high enough to cause a flood based on the current level of deforestation, than a flood will kill 25% of the inhabitants.  Otherwise, 2% die of natural causes.
             if rain_level > flood_level then .25 else .02
             
        
         
             The forest has a initial population of 5 million.  
             5000000
             new_trees
             trees_used
             
             
                 
            
        
         
             If the forest is at its maximum (stable size), there is no growth.  Otherwise, the annual growth rate of the forest is .15% of the existing trees.  
             if forest>5000000 then 0 else forest*.0015
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             We assume that each person uses the equivalent of 1.2 trees/year for fuel.
             1.2
             
        
         
             The tree use has three parts.  The first is the number of trees used for construction of new buildings.  This is obtained by multiplying the buildings built times the number of trees used to build each building.  The second factor is the use of trees for fuel.  The third is loss of trees due to erosion produced by floods.  Destruction of environment by floods both kills trees and produces an ecosystem in which new trees may not survive.  Both loss rates are combined by multiplying the number of trees by an erosion loss factor.
             tree_use_rate*new_buildings+fuel_rate*people+forest*Erosion_tree_loss
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             The people of Mahenjo Daro use an average of 4.5 trees for the bricks for every building they build.
             4.5
             
        
         
             We initially have 120 buildings for 800 people.  In the shortened version of the model for the game we start in year 150 with 843 buildings.
             120
             new_buildings
             building_destruction
             
             
        
         
             New buildings are built to deal with increases in population as well as to replace damaged buildings.  The building rate is multiplied by the increase in population (births – deaths) to get the number of new buildings needed.  The number of replacement buildings needed is found by multiplying the number of buildings destroyed by .8 (we assume some buildings can be repaired, others simply will not be rebuilt.
             building_rate*(birth-death)+0.8*building_destruction
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             This decimal came from our original ratio of 120 buildings for 800 people.  120 buildings/800 people = .15 buildings per person
             .15
             
        
         
             If the forest is reduced to less than 60% of its original size, then floods can take place during heavy rain.  In that case, buildings are destroyed by the heavy rains and the silt.  Otherwise, the sturdy brick buildings survive.
             if rain_level>flood_level then buildings*0.65 else 0
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             The rain level is amount of rain that falls in one year. It is set as a function with a period of 16 years. Most years yield small values of order one between consecutive large amounts of rain exceeding about 5 times the normal precipitation level. If there is not enough protection from the forest, it leads to destructive flooding.  The function regulating the rain level was developed by Andrew Jonca.
             7/4+0.8694*cos(pi/8*time)+0.8527*cos(pi/4*time)+0.8253*cos(3/8*pi*time)+0.7878*cos(pi/2*time)
             
        
         
             We assume that floods take place if the rainfall is extremely heavy and ground cover is reduced in the forest.  As more trees are cut down, floods are more likely.  This function establishes the level of rain necessary to cause a flood by multiplying the forest population by a contant factor.
             1.2+0.0000012*forest
             
        
         
             Erosion of forest land both kills trees and reduces the ability of the forest to recover through new growth.  Both factors are combined in this converter.  When the forest is reduced to 30% of its original size due to logging, it is assumed that floods will take place which will reduce the tree population and recovery ability.  It is assumed that this will result in a steady loss of a fraction of the remaining trees.
             IF(forest<1500000)THEN(.013)ELSE(0)
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